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Propofol is the most widely used i.v. general anesthetic to induce
and maintain anesthesia. It is now recognized that this small
molecule influences ligand-gated channels, including the GABAA re-
ceptor and others. Specific propofol binding sites have been mapped
using photoaffinity ligands and mutagenesis; however, their precise
target interaction profiles fail to provide complete mechanistic un-
derpinnings for the anesthetic state. These results suggest that
propofol and other common anesthetics, such as etomidate and ket-
amine, may target additional protein networks of the CNS to con-
tribute to the desired and undesired anesthesia end points. Some
evidence for anesthetic interactions with the cytoskeleton exists, but
the molecular motors have received no attention as anesthetic tar-
gets. We have recently discovered that propofol inhibits conven-
tional kinesin-1 KIF5B and kinesin-2 KIF3AB and KIF3AC, causing a
significant reduction in the distances that these processive kinesins
can travel. These microtubule-based motors are highly expressed in
the CNS and the major anterograde transporters of cargos, such as
mitochondria, synaptic vesicle precursors, neurotransmitter recep-
tors, cell signaling and adhesion molecules, and ciliary intraflagellar
transport particles. The single-molecule results presented show that
the kinesin processive stepping distance decreases 40–60%with EC50
values <100 nM propofol without an effect on velocity. The lack of a
velocity effect suggests that propofol is not binding at the ATP site or
allosteric sites that modulate microtubule-activated ATP turnover.
Rather, we propose that a transient propofol allosteric site forms
when the motor head binds to the microtubule during stepping.
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Propofol (2,6-diisopropylphenol) is the most widely used i.v.
general anesthetic to induce and maintain anesthesia

(1, 2). The consensus to date has been that general anesthetics,
like propofol, are small hydrophobic molecules that bind to
ligand- or voltage-gated channels, and it is the change in their
activities that elicits the end points of anesthesia, including
behavioral immobility, amnesia, and loss of consciousness. Pro-
pofol influences ligand-gated channels, including the GABAA
receptor as well as other ligand-gated channels and receptors
(3–8). Moreover, specific propofol binding sites have been
mapped using photoaffinity ligands and mutagenesis. How-
ever, their precise target interaction profiles have not yet sat-
isfied the criteria of being both necessary and sufficient to
produce the complete anesthetic state (4–9). This body of work
suggests that propofol and other common anesthetics, such as
etomidate and ketamine (10–14), may target additional protein
networks of the CNS, including potential interactions with the
cytoskeleton to contribute to the desired and undesired anes-
thesia end points. Some evidence for anesthetic interactions
with the cytoskeleton exist (15–18). For example, differ-
ent classes of general anesthetics bind specifically to tubulin
and alter its stability (17, 18), and entire theories of anes-
thetic action have been constructed around microtubule (MT)
properties (19). However, the molecular motors that travel
along MTs have received no attention as anesthetic targets.

We have recently discovered that propofol inhibits three pro-
cessive kinesins (kinesin-1 KIF5B, kinesin-2 KIF3AB, and
kinesin-2 KIF3AC) using single-molecule motility assays.
These in vitro assays are powerful in that they can assess the
ability of a single dimeric motor to step along a MT. Propofol
caused a significant reduction in the potential distance that
these kinesins can travel. These MT-based motors are highly
expressed in the CNS and the major anterograde transporters
of cargos, such as mitochondria, synaptic vesicle precursors,
neurotransmitter receptors, cell signaling and cell adhesion
molecules, mRNA particles, and ciliary intraflagellar transport
particles (20–25). The results presented provide a compel-
ling inhibition profile to hypothesize that kinesins may also
be targets of general anesthetics, such as propofol, etomidate,
and/or ketamine, and thereby, contribute to the state of general
anesthesia.

Results
Propofol Decreases the Persistence of MT Gliding but Does Not Alter
the Velocity of Movement. To test the hypothesis that propofol can
affect kinesin motility, a MT gliding assay was used in conjunction
with total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (26,
27). The advantage of this assay is that it evaluates the ability of
the motor population to propel and sustain MT gliding across a
lawn of kinesin motors. The first experiment tested the well-
characterized homodimeric kinesin-1 K560 (27–29). K560 was
bacterially expressed from human kinesin-1 KIF5B, encoding
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the first 560 amino acid residues. A 10-μL perfusion chamber
was constructed, and antibodies to the C-terminal His tag of
K560 were applied followed by perfusion of MT–K560 complexes.
This approach ensures tight binding of the C terminus of K560 to
the coverslip. Subsequently, K560 motility was initiated by 1 mM
MgATP. The results in Fig. 1 show that, in the presence of 5 μM
propofol, the MTs initially glided across the K560 coverslip as in
the DMSO control, but the number of K560-associated MTs de-
creased dramatically as a function of time as MTs detached from
the coverslip and were no longer illuminated in the TIRF field
(Movies S1 and S2). Moreover, MT stalling on the coverslip was
rarely observed in the presence of propofol. After 5 min, ∼80% of
MTs glide persistently, but by 20 min, the population remaining on
the kinesin-coated surface dropped to 59.3%. These results were
in stark contrast to the DMSO control, where ∼95% of the MT
population was observed to glide continuously across the K560
coverslip (Fig. 1G).
The MT gliding assay was repeated for kinesin-2 KIF3AC (Fig. 1

B, E, and H) and KIF3AB (Fig. 1 C, F, and I). These kinesins are
distinctive in that they exist physiologically as heterodimers formed
from three different gene products: KIF3A, KIF3B, and KIF3C
(21–24, 30). The KIF3AC and KIF3AB heterodimers, character-
ized previously, were engineered to include the N-terminal native
motor domain sequence, neck linker, and native helix α7 followed
by a dimerization motif to stabilize the native coiled coil (27, 31).
The results in Fig. 1 also show that KIF3AC and KIF3AB were
similarly affected by 5 μM propofol, such that the persistence of
MT gliding decreased to 52.3% of the MT population for KIF3AC
and 51.9% of the MT population for KIF3AB. Although propofol
altered the persistence of MT gliding by K560, KIF3AC, and

KIF3AB, it surprisingly did not alter MT gliding velocity (Fig. 1 A–
F). These results indicate that propofol did not affect ATP turnover
but rather, altered the processivity of individual kinesin motors. To
test this hypothesis directly, single-molecule quantum dot (Qdot)
motility assays were pursued with TIRF microscopy (27).

Propofol Shortens the Run Length Potential of Kinesin-1 K560 in a
Concentration-Dependent Manner but Does Not Alter the Velocity
of Movement. In the absence of propofol, single-molecule experi-
ments show that K560 steps along the MT at a rate of 309.3 nm/s
with a run length of 1.03 μm (Fig. 2). Note that, in the presence of
3–5% DMSO, the concentration used as the propofol vehicle, the
motility properties of K560, KIF3AC, or KIF3AB were not no-
ticeably altered (Table S1). In contrast, the run length decreased to
0.58 μm in 10 μM propofol, but the velocity was similar at
282 nm/s (Fig. 2 A and B and Movies S3 and S4). This run
length change is significant, because for processive kinesins,
each 8-nm step is coupled to one ATP turnover. Thereby,
propofol decreased kinesin processivity from ∼129 to 72 steps
per run. Subsequent experiments evaluated a propofol con-
centration dependence, with each data point in Fig. 2 C and D
representing the average run length and velocity from the
Gaussian fit to each histogram dataset as shown for 10 μM
propofol in Fig. 1 A and B. Fig. 2C shows that the average run
length decreased as a function of propofol concentration, with
the decrease becoming statistically significant at 5 nM propofol
(P < 0.002), but the velocity at each propofol concentration was
unaffected. Furthermore, the Hill–Slope model fit to the data
provided the EC50 at 58.6 nM.

Fig. 1. Propofol disrupts the persistence of MT gliding but does not significantly alter the velocity of MT gliding. (A–F) Histograms of velocities (A–C) in control
conditions (3% DMSO) and (D–F) at 5 μM propofol for each population of motors. A Gaussian fit provides the average velocity ±SEM for each dataset. The
average velocities were not statistically significant between DMSO controls and 5 μM propofol datasets (P > 0.5). All experiments were conducted in the presence
of 1 mMMgATP. Representative Movies S1 and S2 show K560. (G–I) Persistence of MT gliding as a function of time in 3% DMSO (blue) or 5 μM propofol (red). For
all panels, N represents the number of MTs analyzed for each condition. (A, D, and G) Kinesin-1 K560, (B, E, and H) kinesin-2 KIF3AC, and (C, F, and I) kinesin-2
KIF3AB. (J–M) Anesthetics used in this report: (J) propofol, 2,6-diisopropylphenol; (K) fropofol, 2-fluoro-1,3-diisopropylbenzene; (L) ketamine, 2-(2-chlorophenyl)-
2-(methylamino)cyclohexanone; and (M) etomidate, 1-(α-methylbenzyl)imidazole-5-carboxylic acid ethyl ester.
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To determine the maximal fractional inhibition, the data were
analyzed as follows:

I =
Control RL−Propofol RL

Control RL
,

where fractional inhibition, I, is defined as the difference between
the run lengths (RL) of the DMSO control and each propofol
concentration divided by the control run length (Fig. 2D). The
following quadratic equation was fit to the data:

I =
ðImax +P+EC50Þ−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðImax +P+EC50Þ2 − ð4Imax ·ΡÞ

q

2
,

where Imax is the maximal fractional inhibition, and P is the pro-
pofol concentration. The EC50 from this fit at 61 nM is compara-
ble with the Hill–Slope model estimation at 58.6 nM. The maximal
fractional inhibition at 0.46 revealed a significant decrease in K560
run length potential.

Propofol Also Shortens the Run Length Potential of Kinesin-2 KIF3AC
and KIF3AB. Fig. 3 A–D shows the results for the KIF3AC single-
molecule studies (Movies S5 and S6). Note that, in the presence of
10 μM propofol, the run length decreased significantly from 1.16 to
0.7 μm (P < 0.0001), but the velocities were unaffected. Like K560,
the KIF3AC single-molecule experiments were repeated as a
function of propofol concentration (Fig. 3C). The difference in run
length became statistically significant at 0.25 nM propofol (P <
0.0001), whereas the velocity remained unchanged. The Hill–Slope
model fit to the run length data provided an EC50 at 1.3 nM. Fig.
3D shows the data presented as the fractional inhibition at each
propofol concentration. The quadratic fit to these data provided an
EC50 at 0.93 nM and the maximal fractional inhibition of 0.40,
indicating that propofol shortened the run length potential signif-
icantly. Moreover, the EC50 value at ∼1 nM is very close to the
concentration of the KIF3AC heterodimers in the perfusion
chamber at 2 nM Qdot-bound KIF3AC, suggesting the possibility

that KIF3A or KIF3C binds propofol more tightly than its partner
motor head.
The impact of propofol on KIF3AB was also evaluated (Fig. 3 E

and F andMovies S7 and S8). The results show that the 0.65-μm run
length at 10 μM propofol was significantly less (P < 0.0001) than the
run length in the absence of propofol at 1.61 μm. A propofol con-
centration dependence for KIF3AB was not pursued to determine
the EC50, but the 10 μM results clearly show that, as with K560 and
KIF3AC, propofol also decreases the run length of KIF3AB con-
siderably (Imax = 0.60) without impacting velocity (P > 0.2).
These results illustrate the remarkable impact that propofol has

on the performance of these processive kinesins with EC50 values
in the nanomolar range (Fig. 3G). Furthermore, the 40–60% de-
crease in run length potential suggests a common mechanism, es-
pecially based on the overall sequence homology between the
catalytic core of the processive kinesin motor domains. Equally
intriguing is that each of these processive kinesins could sustain
sequential stepping at very high concentrations of propofol and
maintain their normal velocity (Fig. 3G).

Propofol Inhibition Is Dependent on the Propofol Hydroxyl. Propofol
is a fairly simple hydrophobic compound (Fig. 1J), but it contains
the 1-hydroxyl that has been linked to molecular recognition within
targets that contribute to anesthesia end points. Woll et al. (32)
synthesized a compound named fropofol, in which the 1-hydroxyl
was substituted with fluoride, dramatically reducing the ability to
hydrogen bond (Fig. 1K). This analog maintains a similar molec-
ular volume as propofol with a small increase in hydrophobicity,
and fropofol also binds some of the molecular targets of propofol,
such as apoferritin (32). With the 1-hydroxyl substitution, fropofol
failed to induce loss of mobility end points in Xenopus laevis tad-
poles and mice and does not enhance GABAA receptor activity.
However, fropofol does retain the propofol-like ability to depress
myocardial contractility (8, 32). Therefore, fropofol can be used to
separate the desired from some undesired end points of anesthesia.
To test the hypothesis that the 1-hydroxyl was necessary for the
propofol effect on processive kinesins and thereby, potentially

Fig. 2. Propofol shortens the mean run length of kinesin-1 K560 but does not alter velocity. (A and B) K560 run length and (Insets) velocity data in (A) 5% DMSO
control and (B) 10 μM propofol. Statistical comparison of these data shows that the impact on run length is highly significant (P < 0.0001) but that the effect on
velocity is not significant (P > 0.9). All experiments were conducted in the presence of 1 mM MgATP (Movies S3 and S4). (C) Mean run length and (Inset) velocity
from K560 single-molecule motility assays plotted as a function of increasing propofol concentration over a range of 0 (5% DMSO control) to 106 nM propofol (log
scale). The decrease in run length becomes statistically significant at 5 nM propofol (P < 0.002), whereas the variation in velocity is not statistically significant (P >
0.5). The EC50 was determined from fitting run length data to the Hill–Slopemodel. (D) Fractional inhibition of the run length data at each propofol concentration
was plotted as a concentration dependence. The quadratic function provided the EC50 and the maximal fractional inhibition (Imax). All values are ±SEM.
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attribute this effect to desired end points of anesthesia, we pur-
sued single-molecule experiments with KIF3AC at 10 and 100 μM
fropofol. Fig. 4 shows that, even at 100 μM fropofol, neither the

run length of KIF3AC (P > 0.6) nor the KIF3AC velocity (P >
0.3) were significantly diminished. These results clearly show that
the propofol 1-hydroxyl is critical for molecular recognition and/or

Fig. 3. Propofol affects K560, KIF3AC, and KIF3AB motility similarly. (A and B) KIF3AC run length and (Insets) velocity data in (A) 5% DMSO control vs. (B) 10 μM
propofol (Movies S5 and S6). (C) Average run length and (Inset) velocity data from KIF3AC single-molecule motility assays plotted as a function of increasing
concentration from 0 (5% DMSO control) to 106 nM propofol (log scale). The difference in run length becomes statistically significant at 0.25 nM propofol
(P < <0.0001), whereas there is no statistical significance between average velocities (P > 0.4). Run length data were fit to the Hill–Slope model, which provided
the EC50. (D) Fractional inhibition of the KIF3AC run length data at each propofol concentration was plotted as a concentration dependence. The quadratic
function fit to the data provided an EC50 and the maximal fractional inhibition Imax. (E and F) KIF3AB run length and (Insets) velocity data in (E) 5% DMSO control
vs. (F) 10 μM propofol (Movies S7 and S8). The decrease in run length is highly statistically significant (P < <0.0001), whereas velocity does not exhibit a statistical
difference in the presence of propofol (P > 0.2). (G) Compiled single-molecule motility data from Fig. 2 and this figure. All experiments were conducted in the
presence of 1 mM MgATP, and all values are ±SEM. *Imax for KIF3AB is calculated based on the fractional inhibition at 10 μM propofol (E and F).

Fig. 4. Fropofol does not inhibit KIF3AC run length or velocity. KIF3AC run length and (Insets) velocity data in the presence of (A) 5% DMSO control and (B)
100 μM fropofol. Neither the difference in run length nor the velocity were statistically significant (P > 0.3). All values are reported as the average from the fit of
the histogram ±SEM.
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kinesin run length inhibition and that kinesins may contribute to
propofol-induced unconsciousness as reflected by loss of mobility
end points.

Propofol Shortens the Run Length Potential of Homodimeric KIF3BB
and KIF3CC, but No Effect Is Observed for KIF3AA.We were intrigued
by the EC50 at ∼1 nM propofol for KIF3AC, because the single-
molecule experiments were performed at 2 nM KIF3AC dimer.
We questioned whether this constant may reflect a difference in
propofol binding affinity to KIF3A compared with KIF3C. To
explore this hypothesis further, single-molecule experiments at
10 μM propofol were pursued with engineered homodimers of
KIF3AA, KIF3BB, and KIF3CC (Fig. 5). The homodimer design
was similar to that of the heterodimers, where each polypeptide
included the native catalytic motor domain, the neck linker, helix
α7 followed by a dimerization domain, the Tobacco Etch Virus site,
and the His8 tag (27). The results were surprising. Although 10 μM
propofol shortened the run length potentials of homodimeric
KIF3BB (Imax = 0.56) and KIF3CC (Imax = 0.38), propofol seemed
to have negligible effect on KIF3AA (Imax = 0.02).
When the sequences of the motor domain were compared,

KIF3B and KIF3C show 71% identity, but the identity between
KIF3A and KIF3B or KIF3C is less at 69 and 57%, respectively.
Kinesin-1 KIF5B was clearly affected by propofol, but its sequence
identity compared with KIF3A, KIF3B, and KIF3C is less than

50%. However, structurally kinesins share a highly conserved
Walker nucleotide binding fold that consists of a central twisted
β-sheet and three nucleotide binding loops designated switch-1,
switch-2, and the P loop (33–37). Kinesins also share a similar MT
binding interface and a series of structural transitions in response
to the nucleotide binding state that coordinates MT association
and detachment (38–41). To sustain a processive run, the domains
must be coordinated, so that one is always in a MT strongly bound
state to prevent motor detachment from the MT (42–44). There-
fore, these results suggest that, despite the relatively high ho-
mology between these motor domains, small sequence differences
in the motor domain have resulted in KIF3A either not binding
propofol and/or propofol not promoting premature motor de-
tachment from the MT.

Etomidate and Ketamine Also Inhibit the Run Length Potential of
KIF3AC. General anesthetics have multiple functional targets and
overlapping binding sites within their target proteins, in part be-
cause they are small hydrophobic molecules. To determine if
processive kinesins are affected by other i.v. general anesthetics, we
tested whether kinesin motility of KIF3AC was altered by ketamine
or etomidate (Fig. 1 L and M). Etomidate, like propofol, enhances
the GABAA-mediated inhibitory response, whereas ketamine acts
primarily as an antagonist of NMDA receptors, although it too has
multiple targets, including a subset of the G protein (heterotrimeric

Fig. 5. Propofol does not affect homodimeric KIF3AA single-molecule motility. (A–F) Single-molecule run length and (Insets) velocity data for (A and B)
KIF3AA, (C and D) KIF3BB, and (E and F) KIF3CC comparing control conditions at (A, C, and E) 5% DMSO vs. (B, D, and F) 10 μM propofol. All experiments were
conducted at 1 mM MgATP. (G) Compiled single-molecule motility data. Imax is calculated based on the fractional inhibition at 10 μM propofol.
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guanine nucleotide binding protein)-coupled receptors that are
distributed throughout the CNS (10–14). The results in Fig. S1
show that, like propofol, 10 μM etomidate or ketamine shortened
the run length potential of kinesin-2 KIF3AC: from 1.19 to 0.57 μm
by etomidate and from 1.19 to 0.52 μm by ketamine (P < 0.0001).
Also, like propofol, neither drug altered the velocity of movement
significantly (P > 0.7). These results implicate processive kinesins as
anesthetic targets that may contribute to modulation of the anes-
thetic state.

Discussion
There Is a Common Mechanism to Shorten Run Length Potential.
Because propofol did not alter the velocity of movement for
K560, KIF3AC, or KIF3AB in the MT gliding or single-molecule
experiments, we propose that propofol is not binding at allosteric
sites within the catalytic motor domain that would alter MT-
activated ATP turnover. Moreover, because the concentration of
MTs is at 0.1 μM in the single-molecule assays and the EC50 values
are <100 nM propofol, it is unlikely that propofol is saturating
binding sites along the MT where the kinesin head would step
during a processive run. Moreover, the lack of a propofol effect on
KIF3AA renders a common MT site unlikely. Rather, these results
indicate that propofol and likely, etomidate and ketamine allosteric
binding sites form transiently in kinesin when the motor domain
binds to the MT lattice during stepping, reducing kinesin MT af-
finity. This outcome, in essence, implies a druggable allosteric site
that, when occupied, promotes detachment of the kinesin motor
from the MT. There may exist multiple transient propofol and
therefore, etomidate and ketamine binding sites on the kinesin
motor domain, requiring only anesthetic binding to kinesin to im-
pact the motor’s interactions with the MT. Note too that the max-
imal fractional inhibition promoted by propofol, etomidate, and
ketamine was 0.4–0.6, suggesting a common mechanism for short-
ening the run length of these kinesins. This inhibition profile is very
different from the loop L5-targeting small-molecule drugs in either
the monastrol family of inhibitors for human kinesin-5 KSP/Eg5
(45–48) or the kinesin-specific inhibitor GSK923295 for kinesin-7
CENP-E (49). Monastrol family inhibitors stabilize ADP at the
active site and therefore, destabilize the MT–KSP interaction.
GSK923295 inhibits the release of inorganic phosphate and sta-
bilizes the interaction of CENP-E with the MT. However, both
inhibitors alter MT-activated ATPase activity as well as kinesin-
promoted motility, which is very different from the results pre-
sented here.
One can reason based on kinesin X-ray crystal structures and

site-specific mutations that small, hydrophobic anesthetic mole-
cules have the potential to bind at multiple allosteric sites on the
kinesin motor domain or at residues of the MT•kinesin interface
to alter kinesin binding affinity to the MT and promote motor
detachment (38, 39, 50–54).

Are Processive Kinesins Targets of General Anesthetics, and Thereby,
Do They Contribute to the Anesthetic State? The binding of general
anesthetics to ligand- or voltage-gated channels and receptors is
known to elicit both desired and undesired end points of anesthesia.
However, it is also recognized that none of these molecular targets

have satisfied the criteria of being both necessary and sufficient to
produce the complete anesthetic state. Other plausible targets have
included mitochondria, tubulin, and the synaptic vesicle transport
and release machinery (17, 55–58). For example, SNAP-25 and
syntaxin specifically bind propofol (7). Therefore, it is reasonable
that there are other targets that interact with anesthetics and con-
tribute to the state of anesthesia. Our results expand the field by
providing evidence for a largely overlooked but critically positioned
set of targets, molecular motors, which could influence acute and/or
chronic end points observed with some general anesthetics.
The EC50 values for kinesin “derailing” are at least 10-fold

lower than those associated with propofol-induced immobility,
suggesting that these effects may underlie other subclinical actions
of propofol, such as amnesia and postural instability. Alternatively,
it is possible that EC50 values will be very different in the crowded
intracellular milieu and when the motors are loaded with cargo.
Nevertheless, these results clearly indicate that kinesin motors will
be influenced during propofol anesthesia in vivo, and it seems
unlikely that such important intracellular movers will not con-
tribute to components of anesthetic action.
The human kinesin superfamily includes 45 genes, 38 of which

are expressed in brain, with three subfamilies of kinesins that are
predominantly responsible for cargo transport to the cell periphery
(i.e., the synapse in neurons) (21, 22, 24, 25, 30, 59, 60). Kinesins are
the major anterograde transporters of cargos that have been
established as anesthetic targets, including mitochondria, GABAA
receptors, syntaxin, and SNAP-25 (7, 9, 57, 58, 61–64). The critical
neurological role of kinesins is further indicated by the lethality of
many mutations, an anesthetic-like immobility phenotype in others,
and numerous kinesin dysfunctions linked to a wide range of human
pathologies, including neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative
diseases, ciliopathies, epilepsy, and birth defects (21, 24, 64–67).
In summary, the flux of cellular substrates is a balance between

the collective anterograde transport by kinesins and retrograde
transport by dynein. Even a modest depletion of kinesin-1 or
-2 processivity would create an opportunity for retrograde motors,
like dynein, to drive cargo transport back to the cell body, leading
to a critical imbalance of cargo distribution. Therefore, kinesins
are critically positioned to underlie specific anesthesia end points,
and this report has revealed a dramatic impact of three different
anesthetics on processive kinesins at concentrations used in rou-
tine clinical care.

Methods
StandardMT gliding and single-molecule kinesin Qdot assays and TIRF imaging
techniques were used throughout. Detailed descriptions of kinesin motor
construct design, expression, and purification and microscopy methods are
provided in SI Methods. MT concentrations are reported as paclitaxel-
stabilized α,β-tubulin concentration.
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